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Introduction.

This

note consists of a brief

progress report on a series of investigations
into the effectsof density stratificationon turbulence which are being carried out at Manchester University. The work has bearing on
the mixing of methane with the ventilating air
in coal mines, but the results have direct application to several meteorologicaland oceanographic problems.
Experiments in water channels. The early
experiments involved the. measurements of
mean quantities only, and so water was chosen

as the working fluid. This enablesquite high
Richardsonnumbersto be obtainedwith Reyn-

Ks from measurementsof the velocity and salinity profilesat two stations.The results show

that the ratio Ks/K• falls rapidly with increasing local Richardson number defined by

Ri = --g(d•/dz)
This fall is, in fact, in remarkably good agreement with the predictions of a speculative
theory that the author put forward someyears
ago [Ellison, 1957]. This gave

-

-

where Rf is the flux form of the Richardson
olds numbers large enoughfor the flow to be number (-- KsRi/K•), and Rf• is a limiting
fully turbulent in relatively small pieces of value of Rf, probably between 0.1 and 0.15.
equipment; and salt solution provides a con- This result is of some meteorologicalinterest,
venient way of obtaining density differences.
since attempts at measuringthe ratio K•/K•
In the first seriesof experiments[Ellison and (where K• is the eddy conductivity for heat)
Turner, 1959] the flow of a layer of heavy fluid in the atmosphere have not led to any firm
do.wna slopebeneathan almoststationarylighter conclusionabout its dependenceon Ri.
fluid was studied; it was shown that such a
Experiments in wind tunnel. The successof
flow is governedby the rate at which the mov- the measurementsof mean quantities emphaing layer entrains the ambient fluid above and sizedthe need for a study of fluctuations.There
that the rate of entrainment is very strongly seemedlittle hope of measuringfluctuationsin
influencedby the relevant Richardsonnumber. water becauseof instrumentaldifficulties,and
The secondseries of experimentswere con- so it was necessaryto turn to air, in which
cerned with the more complicatedsituation of hot-wire anemometers can be used to measure
flow in a sloping rectangular pipe into which both velocity and temperature.
salt solutionwas admitted through a slit across
The flow chosenwas the simplestwhich had
its lowest side [Ellison and Turner, 1960]. The
a velocity gradient and a density gradient and
resulting flow was almost two-dimensional,and for which it was possibleto obtain Richardson
it was possibleto infer values of the eddy vis- numbersup to unity at the sametime as ReyncosityK• and of the eddy diffusivity for salinity olds numbers high enough for the flow to be
properly turbulent. The tunnel used has a 50
cm square section and is 10 meters long. At
ß Based on a paper presented at the International
Symposium on Fundamental Problems in Turbulence and Their Relation to Geophysics sponsored
by the International Union of Geodew and Geophysics and the International Union of Theoretical
and Applied Mechanics,held September 4-9, 1961,
in Marseilles, France.
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the entry there are gauzesto improvethe flow;
they are followedby a heatinggrid consisting
of 16 horizontal tubes about 1 cm in diameter

which are heatedelectricallyin a gradedmanner so as to producea linear temperaturegra-
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Fig. 1. Ratios of componentsof intensity.
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dient in the air. This is followed by a further
grid which has a graded drag coefficientand
so producesthe velocity shear.A velocity ratio of 2 : 1 is obtained in this way. The shear
grid has a high blockageand producesconsiderable turbulence, which initially decays but
later is supportedby the shear.

fer measurementsof Collis and Williams [1959]
are usedin conjunctionwith a detailed theoreti-

cal treatment (to be publishedsoon), including
the effectsof thermal conductionalong the wire
and predictingthe frequencydependenceof the
Measurements
are made of the intensities
response.Thus at any given frequency the outand cross correlations of the componentsof put from each wire is a known linear function
velocity fluctuationsand the temperature fluc- of the (small) fluctuationsin the two compotuations. Three wires are used simultaneously: nents of velocity and in the temperature; and
two, which are stronglyheated,are in the form a lengthy computationperformedon the Manof an X; and a third, whichis cooler,is usually chester University Ferranti Mercury permits
parallel to one of the others.As it proved diffi- measurementsof the mean square output from
cult to obtainadequatecalibrationof the wires, each wire and of the mean square of the diftheir sensitivityto velocityand temperatureis ference in output from wires taken in wires
to yield quantitiesof physical
evaluatedtheoretically.For this the heat-trans- to be transformed
interest.
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At present only preliminary results are available. They were obtained closer to the shear
grid than is now thought desirable, and it is
likely that the turbulencestill had some of the
properties of decaying grid turbulence. However, the qualitative behavior of the results is
believed to be correct. Unfortunately, at the
low speeds (50-150 cm see-•) at which it is
necessary to operate our tunnel in order to
obtain high Richardsonnumbers,the intensity
of the turbulencedependson the velocity even
when there is no heat flux, and for this reason
our resultshave been plotted against U with a
secondscale showingthe values of Ri for the
easeswhen the heat is switched on. Figure 1

shows
f,he ratiosw•'/•-v-•;
Figure2 shows
u•w'/
(u'•' w•2)•t2;and Figure 3, w'T'/(w•'T•2) •"-. It
will be seenthat the ratios of the componentsof
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the velocity fluctuations and the shear stress shear grid which include spectra of all relevant
correlation coefficientare affected only slightly quantities are now being analyzed.
by the heat flux, althoughsometendencyexists
for the vertical

and lateral

fluctuations
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